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Forked Mountain
Ouachita National Forest / Flatside Wilderness (AR)

This is a very difficult, bushwhacking hike; there is no trail.  It is also one of the most spectacular hikes in the area.  Some think the 
mountain is a mystical place.  Native Americans considered the mountain spiritual.  The views on top are absolutely awesome !!!  Climb is 
usually preceded with a trip to two waterfalls (Forked Mt Falls and Twist Cascade).  This part is fairly flat, but again with no trail and with 
several creek crossings (rock hoppers).  Once you start up Forked Mountain, it is very steep and the final ascent requires scrambling 
up/over large rocks (wear gloves and consider leaving your stick at home).  The climb covers 700' vertically in about 1/4 mile.  Coming down 
is equally steep and treacherous.  OMH has often used this hike as a "New Year's eve" event.
Planning notes: 1. Less than half an hour from Jessieville ranger station.  Hike (inlcuding the two falls) can be done in four to five hours, 

depending on size of group and difficulty on creek crossings.
2. Final ascent is difficult, hand over foot scramble, and very steep.  Advise people NOT to bring hiking sticks/poles (or 
use collapsible poles taht can be put away).  Poles just get in the way on the climb.  Do NOT even try this final ascent if 
rocks are wet or icy.
3. The descent presents special challenges as there is no "correct route", and it often becomes an “every man for 
himself” event.  Try to keep everyone in sight.  Some hikers are drifting trying to find those who do not go up, some are 
bounding down to the cars, and the last hikers with the sweep may be heading down the hill west of the cars.  Shortest 
way down requires crossing the creek again, but if you drift far enough north (left), you will hit road and avoid last 
crossing.  This may be preferable if creek is very high.
4. Give explicit directions to hikers who drop out, on where to wait and when they will be picked up.
5. Would like to find a route from Flatside Wilderness (Green Thumb Springs area?) to Forked Mountain, but that would 
complicate logistics.

Access Notes: 1. Turn east on FR 86 (off AR 7, 7.2 mi north of OT).  Go 4.7 miles to FR 793.  Turn right; go 0.7 mi to end of road (gate).  
Both roads are marked with FR markers.

GPS Coordinates: Forked Mountain (Top):  34.51.8 N; 93.02.5 W (elev 1300')
Forked Mt Falls:  34.51.298 N; 93.01.845 W  (elev 620')
Twist Cascade:  34.50.961 N; 93.02.14 W  (elev 670')

For additional info: Tim Ernst: "Arkansas Waterfalls" (p. 218).
Jim Gifford has scouted this hike, has topo maps, and loves it.
OMH member Charline Knight says there is another, easier route on west side of mountain

- - - - - - - - - - -  

 Recent Hikes: 
- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 28, 2013 Leader: Joy Linker 20 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 739 gate along creek to Forked Mountain Falls; cross above falls; bushwhack to Twist Cascade; cross at foot 

of mountain; then up east flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; to high peak; return down northeast slope to 
road; cross low water bridge to cars

3.5  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

Clear, cool, winter day.  Great views.  Waterfalls flowing well, but creek crossings still  manageable.
From the last crossing to the base of the rocks, many trees were down.  It was a difficult 200', with not only the trees, but numerous 
branches as well.  There was a rock slide some time ago (since hike two years ago), leaving more small, loose rocks near the top.
Only 8 of 20 hikers made it to top (Eva & John, Paul & Debbie, Mike & grandson, Rick & Jim).  Five of those for first time.  Seven  
more made the tough climb into gap between peaks (Tom & Jeanie, Marilyn, Pat, Jeannie, Bobby and Peter).  Joe made it to base 
of rocks.  Charline, Janis, and Ben went to first falls and back.
Busy place again today; we met campers at trailhead and four other couples on mountain.
sss: View of Forked Mt from road

Bluffs; creeks; rock formations
View looking into gap between forks
View from top 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls
Twist Cascade



 

Forked Mountain 

Final Ascent is Steep ! 

Twist Cascade 
(one of two waterfalls) 
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 31, 2011 Leader: Jim Gifford 10 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 739 gate to Forked Mountain Falls along creek; bushwhack to Twist Cascade; cross main creek at foot of 

mountain; then up east flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; to main peak only; return down east slope to 
road; cross low water bridge (wet) to cars

3.5  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

Great way to end the year - with a trip up this spiritual mountain. Great views - perfect day for this.  Cool and clear.  High about 60.   
Creeks and falls were running strongly; crossings were relatively easy (manageable)
All ten of us made it to the top, seven for the first time (Jim, Larry, Vanessa had done the climb before).
Brian missed a step on the first creek crossing and not only got wet, but got a nasty cut above his left eye.  Although first aid was 
applied, the cut seeped blood (smeared by sweat) to make his face look like he had been in a prize fight.  He appeared to be OK, 
regardless of the look.
Lunch at Shack afterwards.
sss: View of Forked Mt from road

Bluffs; creeks; rock formations
View looking into gap between forks
View from top 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls
Twist Cascade

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 29, 2011 Leader: Joy Linker 14 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 739 gate to Forked Mountain Falls along creek; bushwhack to Twist Cascade; return to start; cross low water 

bridge; then up northeast flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; to both peaks; return down east slope to cars

3.5  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

The day was picture perfect hovering around 75 degrees.  Ben Glazer took a few of the hikers on the old dirt road to Forked Mt. 
Falls.  The rest of us began our bushwack adventure to the first falls.  The brambles were more prolific than they were a week 
before when scouting.  Forked Mt Falls was a delight as water was flowing.  We were able to all safely cross the creek at the top of 
the falls as the rocks were not slippery.  We found the second falls with the help of faded pink/orange tape markers left 5 years 
earlier by Jim Gifford and Glen Worthham.  There was barely a trickle of water at the Twist Cascade Falls, but the setting was 
mystical and the hikers were enjoying the moment.  After a brief break and lots of pictures taken, we headed toward the base of 
Forked Mountain for our fateful climb.  With the help of a few more well-placed markers (& Jim’s guidance) we crossed the last 
creek.  The hike up the hill to the base of the mountain was full of brambles.  Then we hit the small rocky section with lots of leaves.  
The uneven terrain slowed us down.  Twelve of us made it to the top of the Mountain where we had lunch and enjoyed the fabulous 
view.  As we started down, we checked out the other fork on the mountain.  Going down to the cars was slow going, but everyone 
made it safely to the cars
Seven of those reaching the summit made it for the first time (Rick, Jim C, Dave, Jack, Lenny, Loretta, Linda).  Amalia stopped at 
base of rocks, got lost coming down, but found her way back around the back of mountain; Ben went to first waterfall, then watched 
from road.
Very crowded place today.  Six cars already there when we arrived; rock climbers, rappellers on cliff at parking area.  We met eight 
other young hikers on the peak.
sss: View of Forked Mt from road

Bluffs; creeks; rock formations
View looking into gap between forks
View from both tops 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls
Twist Cascade

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 31, 2009 Leader: Jim Gifford 12 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 739 gate to Forked Mountain Falls along creek; bushwhack to Twist Cascade; return to start; cross low water 

bridge; then up northeast flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; to both peaks; return down east slope to cars

3.5  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

Great way to end the year - with a trip up this spiritual mountain. OK views on top, but not especially clear.  Good day for the hike; 
cloudy, hi in 40s. Creek crossings were not easy, but manageable for some.
Seven people made it to the peak (Jim, Jeannie, Cheryl, Rebecca/Dan, Joy, Tom).  Only Jim, Jeannie, and Cheryl did entire hike.  
Everyone went to first waterall; six people did not want the creek crossing to get to second falls, so returned to cars;  We all met 
there and then crossed main creek on road, and approached mountain from northeast side.  Mike and Jenna left before assaulting 
the mountain.
Lunch on top
sss: View of Forked Mt from road

Bluffs; creeks; rock formations
View looking into gap between forks
View from both tops 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls
Twist Cascade
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Apr 1, 2009 Leader: Jim Gifford 9 Hikers OMH bonus
Route:  From parking lot to Forked Mt Falls (via 'road' route) and back; searched creek trail for crossing, then returned 

and crossed on the low water bridge; up mountain and return

3.0  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

This "Bonus" hike was scheduled because we had more weather cancellations this winter than any time in the past five years.  It 
was also intended as a "make up" for those who had to turn back from the summit in January because of ice.  Unfortunately, none of 
those folks could make this second try.
Seven of us made it to the top -- five of those for the first time (John, Dan, Vanessa, Joy, Mike).  Roger turned around about half 
way up the side, discretion ruling.  Ben went ot waterfall, but did not even try the climb.
Perfect day.  mid-30s to start;  about 60 on top; clear as a bell with little wind.  Views were awesome.  Could see Flatside Pinnacle, 
Ouachita Pinnacle, Mt Nebo, and Mt Magazine.
sss: Views all around Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 29, 2009 Leader: Jim Gifford 10 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  Trailhead to Forked Mt Falls; to Twist Cascade; down to foot of mountain; up to base of rock slide and back (did 

not go to top  because of ice)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

Weather made us abort mission at base of rocks, but everyone had a grand time anyway. An ice storm 36 hours prior was supposed 
to melt off before we got up, but the sun never came out and it was still hovering near freezing as we got to the base of the rock slide 
for final ascent.  Ice on the rocks made it prudent to turn around.   The sun did come out enough to let us see the top, and to sparkle 
the ice frosted trees around us.
We did get to the two waterfalls and everyone seemed to have a good time, particularly Theresa's dog "Beau".
Ben turned around at last creek crossing, deciding against even the first part of climb.
sss: View of Forked Mountain looking straight up.

Sun on frosted trees, limbs 
Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls

Twist Cascade

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Feb 9, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 13 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  park at FR 739 gate; bushwhack to Forked Mountain Falls; back to cars; cross creek southeast of parking area; 

up southeast flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; then to both peaks; return down east slope to cars

4  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

Twelve people made it to the top and enjoyed lunch on top with awesome views - we could see all the way to Petit Jean Mt.
Water in creeks made crossings very easy.  After the anti-climax of Forked Mt Falls, we decided not to fight briars to Twist cascade 
and headed for the climb.
Marie "Billy Goat" Michalets outscambled everyone to the top.
sss: Views from the peak; views of the peak; view looking up the 

rock slide approach into the saddle; rock formations along the 
way. 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 11, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 15 Hikers OMH bonus
Route:  FR 739 gate; bushwhack to Forked Mountain Falls, cross creek and bushwhack to Twist Falls; cross creek again 

and head up southeast flank of Forked Mt into the gap in the fork; then to both peaks; return down east slope to 
cars

5  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 5

Several creek crossings were much more difficult than the scouting hike.  No waders were used but each was a challenge including 
some "bridge building" and lots of help for some.
Eleven people made it to the top, including Gert Millevoy as the only female. and enjoyed lunch on top with awesome views - we 
could see all the way to Petit Jean Mt.
Kris, Loretta, Clint, Jeanne turned around at base of rock slide, not going to the top.  Ralph missed the creeks and waterfalls, but 
met us on top; having come up the back side.
sss: Views from the peak; views of the peak; view looking up the 

rock slide approach into the saddle; rock formations along the 
way.
Creeks and rushing water 

Waterfall Forked Mountain Falls
Twist Cascade
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